
AEW  Double  Or  Nothing  2022
Preview
It’s time for another AEW pay per view and most of the time,
that has been some very good news. AEW has a heck of a track
record with pay per views, though things have been a bit
weaker than usual in recent months. I don’t entirely know what
that  is  going  to  mean  for  this  show,  but  the  card  is
absolutely huge with a staggering thirteen matches. Maybe they
can make it work though so let’s get to it.

Buy-In  Show:  Hookhausen  vs.  Mark  Sterling/Tony
Nese
They aren’t starting with anything serious here as Hook and
Danhausen are the latest comedy guys around here. There is a
short form possibility to the two of them working together but
I’d like to believe that Hook could mean a lot more than he is
being given so far. Danhausen is one of the most unique guys
around, and now he and Hook can do their thing here.

That thing here would be winning, as Hookhausen has no reason
to lose whatsoever. Hook can be the muscle for Danhausen as he
does his wacky deal. That is all you need in something like
this as the fans are going to go nuts over anything Hookhausen
does. Keep it short, let Danhausen pin the manager, and we get
to move on to the important stuff. That’s a good opener and
they have the right idea with this on the Buy-In.

Women’s Owen Hart Foundation Tournament Finals:
Britt Baker vs. Ruby Soho
This is a match that has some history to it and now the
question becomes can Soho finally get a big win around here.
Soho is someone with as unique of a look as you can find and
the intangibles to back it up, but she hasn’t actually won
anything just yet. Beating Baker would even their series up
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and that is a way they can go. At the same time though, it is
hard to buy the idea of Baker losing her second big match in a
row.

I’m in a total coin flip here but I’ll go with Baker winning
here as Soho loses again for the sake of getting Baker back on
track. This could be leading to a heck of a showdown between
Baker and Jade Cargill, assuming they don’t do a rubber match
with Thunder Rosa. Either way, I don’t see Soho winning here,
and I’m really not sure where that leaves her going forward.

Men’s Owen Hart Foundation Tournament Finals: Adam
Cole vs. Samoa Joe
I like this one more than the previous match and we could be
in for a heck of a showdown here. Cole is someone who is still
waiting for his own big win around here, while Joe has the
Ring Of Honor TV Title, meaning that he too is waiting for his
first big win in AEW. This is at least an interesting match
and that puts it above a lot of what we have been seeing in
the tournament so far.

I’ll go with Cole winning again here, as AEW not only likes
pushing the heck out of him, but the idea of Cole and Baker as
the winners of the tournaments is likely something AEW likes.
The match should be a good, pay per view level fight as Joe
knows how to make the big fight feel. Cole wins here though,
possibly even with some help from Jay Lethal and pals to take
out Joe.

Jericho Appreciation Society vs. Blackpool Combat
Club/Santana/Ortiz/Eddie Kingston
This is the Anarchy In The Arena match, which seems to be the
latest insane brawl that the company loves to run. The problem
this time though is the lineups aren’t exactly even, as it’s
hard  to  imagine  the  Combat  Club  and  Kingston  would  have
trouble against the entire Appreciation Society. Then again
there is a good chance that the villains can take out a member



to uneven things and make it a bit more even.

That being said, there isn’t much in the way of doubt here, as
this should be a one sided victory for Kingston and company.
Unfortunately I don’t think that is going to happen, as I
could see AEW running with the Jericho Wizard/fireball stuff.
Therefore, I’ll take the Appreciation Society winning here,
even if that makes so little sense and will just mean more of
the not so great act.

Hardys vs. Young Bucks
Now we have the Dream Match, which might have been the case
about ten years ago but now, I’m not entirely convinced. To
put it mildly, the Hardys are in their mid 40s and wrestle
like they’re about ten years older than that each. Jeff looks
close to terrible and you know what you’re going to get from
Matt. I’m far from a Bucks fan, but they can run circles
around the Hardys at the moment and this is going to be a mess
as a result.

I’ll  take  the  Bucks  winning  here,  as  there  is  no  reason
whatsoever to put the Hardys over anyone ever (unless you’re
Darby Allin because reasons). I’m not exactly interested in
seeing this one but maybe they can pull off something decent.
All I know is I don’t need to see the Hardys trying to
recreate their glory days again and odds are that is exactly
what we are going to be getting here.

Maxwell Jacob Friedman vs. Wardlow
This now needs an asterisk as there have been a few issues
involving MJF, but we’ll assume that the match is going to
take place. This is a story that has been built up for years
and is a more physical version of Ted DiBiase vs. Virgil from
back in the day. The good thing is that Wardlow is almost on
Virgil’s level and might even be able to get something out of
this if they do it right.



Of course I’ll go with Wardlow here, as he should powerbomb
MJF into oblivion here. Now that being said, MJF should not
get squashed and will likely get in some offense off the back
of Shawn Spears and some well timed cheating, but at the end
of the day, this is Wardlow’s breaking out moment and I could
go with seeing him wreck MJF as the fans get more and more
into each powerbomb. Assuming the match takes place that is.

Women’s Title: Thunder Rosa(c) vs. Serena Deeb
The more I watch from Rosa, the less I think she is cut out to
be champion. There are some people who are more interesting as
the challenger rather than the champion and that is what we
might have with her. The promo from this week was good, but I
really can’t bring myself to get into this match. Granted it
doesn’t help that Cargill feels like a much bigger star, but
this is the next showdown.

I’ll take Rosa to retain here, as she deserves a longer title
reign than a few months after FINALLY getting the belt. We
might be up for a rematch with Baker, but at the moment the
best  thing  that  they  can  do  is  have  Rosa  keep  going  as
champion to set up a showdown with someone. Rosa is still a
star and I could go for seeing more of her with the title, but
they need to find a better way to present her.

Tag Team Titles: Jurassic Express(c) vs. Team Taz
vs. Keith Lee/Swerve Strickland
One thing that is interesting here is that AEW rarely runs
triple threat. The company loves itself some gimmick matches
but that isn’t the case with triple threat, which is certainly
a  nice  bonus.  Anyway,  this  has  been  set  up  as  the  two
challenging teams have been set up as potential threats to
take the titles. Granted it helps that Jurassic Express have
been kind of there as champions for a lot of their reigns, so
it is kind of somewhere in the middle.

As much as I’d like to see Lee and Strickland get somewhere, I



have a feeling Team Taz wins here. At some point you have to
give Taz and company some (official) titles and I think they
do it here. Ricky Starks has been moving up higher and higher
in recent weeks and Powerhouse Hobbs is one of the better
potential stars around. They should have a good match here,
but it’s time for the title change with the belts going to
Team Taz.

Kyle O’Reilly vs. Darby Allin
This is a grudge match which was added to the show on Rampage,
even if it is one of the first matches that could be moved to
Dynamite  for  the  sake  of  cutting  down  the  pay  per  view
rundown. Allin is mad at O’Reilly for injuring Sting, meaning
it is time to fight. Thankfully this seems to be a regular
match, which is quite the change for Allin and his obsession
with hardcore stuff.

I’ll go with Allin winning here, as he is still shaking off
some of his funk, especially after that pretty ridiculous loss
to Jeff Hardy a few weeks ago. O’Reilly could use a win too
and it wouldn’t shock me if he won here, but Allin needs it
more  and  is  someone  the  fans  are  already  behind.  Seeing
O’Reilly get a push of his own would be nice, but it’s Allin
winning here in a match that should be pretty awesome.

House Of Black vs. Death Triangle
Yes, finally. After what feels like 37 years, this match is
FINALLY going to take place, even though I can’t imagine it is
going to live up to the hype that has been presented around
it. Both teams are actually healthy for once and since it was
on the books at some point back in the day, AEW had to get it
in instead of cutting their losses and just moving on like
anyone sane would do.

It’s one that could go either way, but I’ll take the House Of
Black  to  win  here.  Death  Triangle  is  a  team  that  has  a
tendency to not be around very often for one reason or another



so the House Of Black seems to be a better option at the
moment. Odds are it will be a heck of a fight and Death
Triangle will look great in defeat, but the House Of Black
wins here to finally give them something.

Men  Of  The  Year/Paige  VanZant  vs.  Frankie
Kazarian/Sammy Guevara/Tay Conti
Speaking of feuds that won’t go away, we have this mess that
must continue no matter how many people are waiting in line
for  the  TNT  Title.  This  week  seemed  to  show  Guevara  and
company as the good ones, even if that involved invading the
American Top Team facility and stealing stuff. I don’t think
AEW knows what they are doing with this feud anymore, but even
worse I don’t think many people care about it either. Granted,
why let that get in the way of what AEW has decided to do?

Since the feud must continue and Guevara/Kazarian get no more
shots if they lose, I’ll go with Guevara and company winning
to keep their hopes alive. I’m not sure why that is something
we need to continue, but this feud is probably heading for one
big final blowoff to the whole thing. Maybe we could even get
a ladder involved! For now, though Guevara and company win,
because it must continue.

TBS Title: Jade Cargill(c) vs. Anna Jay
AEW  has  a  bit  of  a  weird  situation  on  their  hands  with
Cargill. While they have done a great job of building her up,
there is no reason to believe that she is going to lose
anytime soon. That makes this feel like nothing more than a
requirement as she gets to add another win over someone who
was thrown into a title match. I don’t particularly care about
this match and it would have been fine on Dynamite, but maybe
Cargill can get in her catchphrase for the 485th time.

Of course I’ll take Cargill, as Jay gets to be the latest
sacrificial lamb. They REALLY need someone who is going to
give  Cargill  a  challenge  and  Jay,  who  hasn’t  wrestled  a



singles match since March (or a TV match since January, when
Cargill beat her) isn’t it. This is a match that probably
doesn’t need to be on the pay per view but we are getting it
for the sake of Cargill appearing, which does make sense.

AEW World Title: Hangman Page(c) vs. CM Punk
And then there’s this, which has been hit and miss so far.
This has not been anywhere close to a disaster, but I’m not
sure I buy Page as someone on Punk’s level. Punk had to get to
the World Title shot at some point though, which comes after
the end of the great Friedman feud. Hopefully they can go
beyond the hype, which hasn’t quite hit the levels they seem
to have been shooting for with the build.

I’ve been going back and forth on this for weeks now but I
think I have Page retaining. If you want to elevate him,
beating Punk and Danielson is about as perfect of a way as you
can do so. Punk is going to be fine no matter what he does,
but in this case it makes more sense to have him lose and give
Page  the  next  biggest  rub  of  his  career.  I  wouldn’t  be
surprised to see Punk win the title, but Page needs this a lot
more than Punk. I think. Maybe. Perhaps.

Overall Thoughts
I’m expecting the show to be good, as almost every AEW pay per
view tends to be, but my goodness there is way too much on
here. There is no need for the show to have every one of these
matches  but  for  some  reason  that  is  what  we’re  getting.
Hopefully they move something up to the Buy-In show, as having
a twelve minute pay per view card is not going to leave them
with much breathing room. The show has a lot of potential, but
I’m worried about giving the matches the time that they need.
Make something fast, or at least shuffle it up a bit, just to
make it better. Either way, we should be fine, as is AEW’s
custom.

 



 

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and head over to
my Amazon author page with 30 different cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6

AND

Remember to check out Wrestlingrumors.net for all of your
wrestling headline needs.
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